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Most retailers around the world talk about their price tiering as ‘Good, Better ,Best’,
or in supermarket terms: Tesco’s Value, Tesco Select and Tesco Finest.
There is also Premium i.e.. Waitrose and Fortnum & Mason Luxury

Conran Studio 1973

with dyslexia, myopia and appealing writing I didn’t get on well academically at school,
but I was good at maths and enjoyed sciences. My dad gave me a workbench for my
8th birthday, and making things has always been part of my life. I started by stacking
shelves in Habitat when I was 14, when I was working in his design studio and I was 17
when I had my first design put on the market in 1973 - Welwyn Garden

Central StMartins 1974

after A levels in Maths, Physics and Chemistry I went to study Industrial design
Engineering at Central St. Martins and learned about art

The Clash 1976

As student Union treasurer I gave the Sex Pistols their first booking and roadied for
the Clash. Another of my early commercial design Clash record sleeves, posters, and
tea-shirts

Wolff Olins - 1979

On the strength of these graphics I joined Wolff Olins Britain’s then leading corporate
Brand consultancy, switching from the rock market to the stock market I actually
found what I had learned with designing promotional material for the Clash was quite
transferable to other forms of brand support

Mothercare 1983
Product Identity design

from Corporate Identity to Product Identity - I was recruited by Mothercare, which
looked a bit like a camping shop.
We created a unifying visual language for the range. A Simple, Clean, Neutral,
geometric formula Soft Tech, which was very much influenced by the work of Dieter
Rams for Braun electrical - Teutonic rationalism

Via pushchair 1985
Comparative features:
Most compact
One hand fold
Highest handle
Lightest weight
Stands upright
Lockable swivel wheels
Biggest parcel tray
Benefits:
Convenience
Usability
Light weight
Maneuverable
From new-born to toddler
Child can sleep on move
Room for shopping
Consequence:
600% comparative sales increase
Greater reliability
Category leader & re-definer
Flagship marketing tool
Critically acclaimed
Much copied…

A classic case of integrated desirable features…leading to real benefits…and
consequential successful results. In fact I think redesigned it would compete well
against today’s Chelsea tractors

Anywayup cup - Mk.1

professional design unsuccessful
expensive, leaking, boring

professional design unsuccessful
too expensive ABS+Polycarbonate, leaking non-functional, but functional looking,
boring generic no differentiation

Anywayup cup Mk.2
BPF Innovation award
DBA Design Effectiveness award
UK Millennium Product

30,000,000 units sold
25% decrease in manufacturing cost
4000% sales increase gaining almost 40% of market

Earl Tupper - Polyethylene+Polypropylene this incredibly successful product, by
changing consumer expectations of the appearance allowed us to decrease
manufacturing costs….
improve functionality…and increase appeal…
leading to dramatic improvements in sales
All by changing materials, production configuration and appearance

Equilibrium
Excellence In Housekeeping
Fx Design Award

Product Design - Equilibrium

Another example of organic design inspired by natural forms.
A very traditional function & format made with hidden mechanism allowing simplified
manufacturing and reduced finishing…
it is the tactile haptic as well as the appearance or personality that sells it

Nigella Lawson

Creating a visual language for the products reflecting a personalities brand assets,
and creating a ‘Collection’

Connolly Leather
Philadelphia Museum
Best of British design

Connolly luxury leather toolkit - best selling line - £1,600

Even at £1600 this must be good value because it sells well, but clearly it is targeted
at a wealthy market

ICON

Concord of Science and Culture

This is a sculpture representing the Concorde of Science and Culture; the genuine nose
cone was £20k, our design fee £25k, the build price £80k, and the sale price… £12m

Universal expert

over 200 items shipping

We created a timeless visual language for 200 functionally innovative designs ready
for shipping designed to last from traditional sustainable materials - we wanted
products to appear in file markets not land fill.
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All in the mind?

In all cases we are creating Desire and Value - This is more than just a perception, of
fair exchange. Value is an abstract construction existing only in our minds a Great
expectation. Value is also the engine of trade, without it business can not survive.
It is an intangible and complex concept, which we judge it both rationally and
emotionally.

Emotional

Desirability
Perception of Fair Exchange

Behaviour
Function
Usability
Usefulness
Innovation

Rational

Performance
Material/Finish
Integrity
Dependability
Service

Price
Convenience
‘Morals’
- Ethics
- Sustainability
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Expectation
Reputation
Experience
Marketing
Market position
Integrity / CSR

Personality
Aesthetics
Haptic / Tactile
Trend / Zeitgeist
Scarcity
Narrative

And when we look at value it appears to deconstruct into quite an objective formula.
Both Value and Brand are intangible they exist only in the mind of the consumer

Expectation
Reputation
Experience
Marketing
Market position
Integrity / CSR

Personality
Aesthetics
Haptic / Tactile
Trend / Zeitgeist
Scarcity
Narrative

Emotional

Desirability
Perception of Fair Exchange

Behaviour
Function
Usability
Usefulness
Innovation

Rational

conscious
NEED
Performance
Material/Finish
Integrity
Dependability
Service

Price
Convenience
‘Guilt’
- Ethics
- Sustainability
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subconscious
‘WANT’

And when we look at value it appears to deconstruct into quite an objective formula.
Both Value and Brand are intangible they exist only in the mind of the consumer

The Innovation ‘journey’
Prototype
Integrate

SCOPING &
RESEARCH

Test
Explore
Refine
Research

Observe

Design

BRIEF

Redefine

Define

CONCEPTION

IMPLEMENTATION

Understand

DEVELOPMENT
Agree

VALIDATION

Visualise
Manufacture

Discuss

Analyse

Tooling

Create
Brainstorm

Marketing

Production
Engineering

18 month timescale
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Synthetize

PRODUCTION

Five step Innovation Process - Value Chain
Key Partner / Stakeholder Typical Input

Marketing
Led

Design
Led

Design
Led

Conception

Development
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Scoping

Marketing
Design
Technical
Manufacturing
Technically
Marketing /
Led
Technical

Validation

Implementation

I
I
I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Function - Is it fit for purpose?
Future - Is it environmentally sustainable?
Fabrication - How easy is it to make?
Finish - What is the use environment?
Failure - Is it evolutionarily better?
Feelings - Is it emotionally appropriate?
Fantasy - Does it fulfil dreams?
Fun - Does it give a smile in the mind?
Fingers - Is it ergonomically sound?
Fame - Does it reinforce the brand?
Fashion - Does it reflect trends?
Feedback - What do people think of it?
Freight - How much will it cost to ship?
Fear - Does it take risks or is it bland?
Fundamental – how does it impact on people’s lives?
Faith - You need commitment to succeed
Finance - Is it affordable to make and to buy?
Fanaticism - Is devilish design in every detail?
Fandango - Simplicity is very complicated
Frustration - Is the Mother F… of invention
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Form follows:

Function - Is it fit for purpose? Future - Is it environmentally sustainable? Fabrication
- How easy is it to make? Finish - What is the use environment? Failure - Is it
evolutionarily better? Feelings - Is it emotionally appropriate? Fantasy - Does it fulfil
dreams? Fun - Does it give a smile in the mind? Fingers - Is it ergonomically sound?
Fame - Does it reinforce the brand? Fashion - Does it reflect trends? Feedback - What
do people think of it? Freight - How much will it cost to ship? Fear - Does it take
risks or is it bland? Fundamental – how does it impact on people’s lives? Faith - You
need commitment to succeed. Finance - Is it affordable to make and to buy?
Fanaticism - Is devilish design in every detail? Fandango - Simplicity is very
complicated
Frustration - Is the Mother F… of invention

